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GOOGLE ADWORDS SUCCESS PROFILE                AdWords  |  Analytics  |  Content Network



Video Memories for the Masses



One True Media used Google AdWords and Google Analytics to increase its conversion rates by nearly 45%.



A simpler way Who they are



www.onetruemedia.com Redwood City, California 20 employees Online only Service for friends and families to create and share their photos and videos



What they needed • To establish their new business and their brand • To hone their marketing messages • To increase their subscriber base



What they did • Began with Google AdWords and Google Analytics in 2005 • Instituted rigorous testing to refine key marketing messages • Used Analytics in conjunction with AdWords to track campaigns and optimize their site • Reached potential customers through community sites on the Google Content Network such as MySpace



What they accomplished • Growth: Grew subscriber base at faster rate than anticipated • Maximized marketing: Increased conversion rate by 45% through refined messaging and site layout



Mark Moore wanted to create a short video of his toddler’s birthday to share with friends and family, so he fired up his computer and sat down to edit. The process turned out to be anything but simple. “I had invested in all the right tools, but hadn’t counted on how much time it would take,” recalls Mark. “A three-minute video shouldn’t take three days to produce. There had to be a simpler way.” So he founded One True Media and resolved to take the headache out of video editing. “Most people aren’t familiar with editing software, but they are familiar with a web browser,” says Brett Gardner, vice president of marketing for One True Media. “We’ve built editing and sharing services into a web interface, allowing friends and family to easily share their videos and photos. By lowering the bar of entry into the world of media creation, we like to think of it as bringing the creative spark to the masses.” Lights, camera, action The One True Media team knew that they were on to something. But they also knew that a key part of their success would be communicating the value of their service to customers. “We knew we wanted to target people online, and so we turned to Google,” says Brett. “We signed up for Google AdWords™ and Google Analytics™ shortly after our inception.” Combining AdWords with Analytics, a free tool that offers comprehensive analysis of a variety of important site metrics, One True Media began to test and refine its marketing approach. “The whole experience of bringing a campaign online was easy,” says Brett. “We first experimented with our AdWords campaigns by testing calls to action, varying levels of service offerings, and geographic targeting. Then we used Analytics to gauge the effectiveness of the campaigns. The combination had a huge impact on the fine-tuning of our products and services, and how we market them to customers.” Google Analytics also proved instrumental in optimizing One True Media’s website design. “We signed up with Analytics from the outset, because we knew comprehensive measurement would make us more responsive to customers. The features are intuitive and easy to navigate. In moments, we can gain insight into a host of metrics – pageviews, clicks, length of visit, arrival channels – and then adapt the design accordingly. Google is the guiding light for our marketing efforts. It turns our site into a marketing lab.” The right audience “Capturing users who are actively searching for our types of services is great for finding qualified customers,” Brett explains. “But we also wanted to attract visitors who needed us but just didn’t know it yet.” So she developed site-targeted campaigns to display ads on specific sites in the Google Content Network, which



GOOGLE ADWORDS SUCCESS PROFILE



About Google AdWords Google AdWords™ is a performancebased advertising program that enables businesses large and small to advertise on Google and its network of partner websites. Hundreds of thousands of businesses worldwide use AdWords for text, image, and video ads priced on a cost-per-click (CPC) and cost-perimpression (CPM) basis. Built on an auction-based system, AdWords is a highly quantifiable and cost-effective way to reach potential customers. For more information, visit http://adwords.google.com.



reaches 76 percent of Internet users in the U.S. Sites that feature videos were a natural fit for One True Media’s ads, particularly communities such as MySpace. “The increase in communities and video sharing sites has been a boon for us,” she observes. “Multimedia is becoming a common currency of communication, and One True Media makes that communication easier. We wanted to get that message in front of the people who are most likely to use the service, and AdWords allowed us to handpick the audience.”



“Google is the guiding light for our marketing efforts. It turns our site into a marketing lab.” Brett Gardner, vice president of marketing, One True Media



About Google Analytics Google Analytics™ is a free, powerful web analytics tool. It precisely tracks visitors, referrals, search engine performance, email promotions, and even offline initiatives. Featuring visually enhanced reports, Analytics helps users focus their marketing resources, improve site navigation, and achieve a higher ROI. It measures the success of both AdWords and non-AdWords advertising campaigns, revealing which ads and keywords convert the best. For more information, visit http://www.google.com/analytics.



As Brett and her team have worked to fine-tune One True Media’s search and content campaigns, conversion rates have jumped by nearly 45 percent. “Using Google, we’ve grown our subscriber base at a much faster rate than we originally anticipated. And with every new campaign,” adds Brett, “we gain greater insight into our customers.” That’s a wrap, people As One True Media introduces new tools to help home cameramen become home filmmakers, it sees Google as a key driver for its continued growth. “We want to help users express themselves, and to share the most important experiences in their lives with their friends and family,” says Brett. “As we roll out new products and features, Google is a tent pole in every push we do.”



© Copyright 2007. Google is a trademark of Google Inc. All other company and product names may be trademarks of the respective companies with which they are associated.
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